Within the red area no suction dredging, mechanical dredging, beam trawling, demersal trawling, or seine netting is permitted.

Within the green hatched area no creels, set nets, or long lines are permitted.
Loch Creran MPA/SAC

- MPA / SAC boundary
- derogated creel area
- management area

Within the red area there will be no fishing by any method other than rod and line. By way of derogation creel fishing will be permitted in the black hatched areas.
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Loch Laxford SAC

SAC Boundary

existing seasonal closure
management area

Existing seasonal closure to be revoked

Within the red area no suction dredging, mechanical dredging, beam trawling, or demersal trawling is permitted.
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Loch Sunart MPA / SAC

- derogated area
- Management area

Within the red area no suction dredge, mechanical dredge, beam trawl, demersal trawl, bottom set nets, long lining, or creel fishing is permitted.

By way of derogation creel fishing is permitted in the area with black hatching. This is the whole Loch except Loch Teacuis.
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Loch Sunart to Sound of Jura MPA
incorporating Firth of Lorn SAC but excluding Loch Sunart MPA / SAC

- Combined protected area boundary
- Firth of Lorn SAC
- Loch Sunart to Sound of Jura MPA
- management area
- Derogated areas

Within the red area no suction dredge, mechanical dredge, beam trawl, demersal trawl, bottom set nets, or long lining is permitted. By way of derogation mechanical dredge and demersal trawl (without tickler chains) is permitted in the 4 areas that have black hatching.
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Loch Sween MPA

Within the red area there will be no suction dredge, mechanical dredge, beam trawl, demersal trawl, or hand gathering.

By way of derogation mechanical dredge, demersal trawl, and hand gathering will be permitted in the black hatched areas by vessels of less than 75 gross tonnes. Mechanical dredge further restricted to deploying gear only between the hours of 0700 - 2100 Monday to Friday.
Lochs Duich Long & Alsh MPA/SAC

Within the red area no suction dredging, mechanical dredging, beam trawling, or demersal trawling is permitted.
Noss Head MPA

- MPA boundary
- management area
- existing Sinclair Bay closed area

Within the combined red and brown areas no suction dredging, mechanical dredging, beam trawling, or demersal trawling is permitted.
SANDAY SAC

- SAC boundary
- Management area

Management proposal

Within the red area no suction dredging, mechanical dredging, beam trawling, demersal trawling, or set netting is permitted
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Small Isles MPA

- **derogated areas**
- **MPA boundary**
- **management area**

Within the red area no suction dredging, mechanical dredging, beam trawling, demersal trawling, or set netting is permitted.

By way of derogation mechanical dredging and demersal trawling is permitted by vessels of less than 150 gross tonnes within the black hatched areas.
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Within the red area no suction dredge, mechanical dredge, beam trawl, or demersal trawl (including seine net) is permitted.

By way of derogation demersal trawl will be permitted in the black hatched areas by vessels smaller than 120 gross tonnes.

No static gear (creels, bottom set nets, or long lines) permitted in the green hatched areas.

No fishing of any kind in the Lamlash Bay No Take Zone.
St Kilda SAC

- SAC boundary
- management area

Within the red area no suction dredging, mechanical dredging, beam trawling, demersal trawling, or set netting is permitted.
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Treshnish Isles SAC

Within the red area there will be no suction dredging, mechanical dredging, beam trawling, demersal trawling, or set netting.
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Upper Loch Fyne & Loch Goil MPA

- **MPA boundary**
- **No static gear area**
- **Deregated areas**
- **Management area**

Within the red area no suction dredge, mechanical dredge, beam trawl or demersal trawl is permitted. By way of derogation demersal trawl is permitted in the black hatched areas by vessels of less than 75 gross tonnes. With the green hatched area no static gear (creels, bottom set nets, or long lining) is permitted.
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Wester Ross MPA

- MPA boundary
- Little Loch Broom and Gruinard Bay seasonal mobile gear closure
- derogated areas
- management area

Within the red area no suction dredging, mechanical dredging, beam trawling, or demersal trawling is permitted.

By way of derogation demersal trawling by vessels of less than 150 gross tonnes is permitted in the black hatched areas.
Wyre and Rousay Sounds MPA

- MPA boundary
- management area

Within the red area no suction dredging, mechanical dredging, beam trawling, or demersal trawling is permitted
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